Government of Jammu & Kashmir
DIRECTORATE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION, JAMMU.

Sub: Transfer/ adjustment of Masters.

ORDER No.: 2/4 - DSEJ of 2020
Dated: 14/03/2020

Whereas, vide this office Order No. 1232-DSEJ of 2019 dated 30-11-2019 Sh. Maqbool Hussain, Master was transferred from HSS Jakhed to HS Basantgarh on available vacancy.

Whereas, the said master did not join at his new place of posting;

Whereas, the residents of Latti submitted a representation to this Directorate with the request to transfer/ adjust the Master at HSS Latti who is a local of that area.

Now in view of the above Mr. Maqbool Hussain Master U/t HSS Basantgarh is hereby transferred and adjusted at HSS Latti on available vacancy. The period of absence shall be treated as leave whatever kind is due subject to the submission of requisite documents to the concerned DDO by Sh. Maqbool Hussain, Master.

The Concerned DDO shall submit compliance report within seven days. He shall also make entry in the database of Google- forms link and on CPIS.

(Anuradha Gupta) KAS
Director, School Education
Jammu

No: DSEJ/NG/M/2020/8537-42
Copy to the:
1. Commissioner/Secretary to Govt. School Education Deptt. Civil Secretariat, Srinagar
2. OSD to Hon’ble Advisor (S) for the kind information of the Hon’ble Advisor
3. Joint Director, Range of Udhampur/Reasi for information.
4. Chief Education Officer, Udhampur with the direction to immediate compliance.
5. Principal HSS Latti for information and n/a.
6. Headmaster, HS Basantgarh with the direction to immediate compliance.
7. To website with the direction to post this order immediately on the departmental website
Government of Jammu and Kashmir
DIRECTORATE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION JAMMU
Web site:www.schedujammu.nic.in E-mail:dsejammu@yahoo.in Ph./Fax No:191-2598439,2598802

Sub: Transfer/ adjustment of Master

Order No: 217 - DSEJ OF 2020
Dated: 14/03/2020

Whereas vide this office Order No. 1234 DSEJ of 2019 dated 30-11-2019 Smt. Raman Sharma Master who was under order of transfer/adjustment to HS Bupp Sarar was adjusted at GMS Padanoo and

Whereas the Master represented in this Directorate with the submission that due to non availability of vacant post at GMS Padanoo she became surplus at GMS Padanoo and the concerned CEO utilized her services at ZEO office Udhampur.

Whereas, her becoming surplus and continuing as such is against norms;

Now in view of the above Smt. Raman Sharma Master U/t HS Padanoo is hereby transferred and adjusted at HS Laddan on available vacancy.

The Concerned DDO shall submit compliance report with in seven days. He shall also make entry in the data base of Google- forms link and on CPIS.

(Anuradha Gupta) KAS
Director School Education
Jammu

No:- DSEJ/NG/M/2020/855662 Dated:- 14-03-2020.
Copy to:

1. Commissioner/ Secretary to Govt. School Education Deptt. Civil Secretariat, Jammu
2. OSD to Hon’ble Advisor (S) for the kind information of the Hon’ble Advisor
3. Joint Director, Reasi & Udhampur
4. Chief Education Officer Udhampur for immediate compliance
5. ZEO Udhampur for information and n/a
6. Head Master HS Padanoo/ HS Laddan for information and n/a
7. IC website with the direction to post this order immediately on the departmental website
Government of Jammu & Kashmir
DIRECTORATE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION, JAMMU.

Sub: Transfer/ adjustment of Masters.

ORDER No. 216- DSEJ of 2020
Dated: 14/03/2020

Whereas, vide this office Order No. 1232-DSEJ of 2019 dated 30-11-2019 Jia Lal Master was transferred from HS Ritti to HS Sirah, Zone Chenani, on available vacancy and.

Whereas, the Master did not join at his new place of posting, instead represented to this Directorate for review of his case on the plea that he should be placed/ adjusted in the same general area where his spouse is posted;

Whereas, the existing transfer policy provides that to the extent possible, the spouses shall be posted in the same general area;

Whereas, Smt Anshu Sharma, wife of Sh Jia Lal, Master, who is Grade II Teacher, is posted at HS Sullan Zone Kulwanta;

Therefore, in view of the above, Jia Lal Master under order of transfer to HS Sirah is hereby transferred and posted at HS Prey Zone Kulwanta on available vacancy.

The Concerned DDO shall submit compliance report within seven days. He shall also make entry in the data base of Google- forms link and on CPIS.

No: DSEJ/NG/M/2020/8549-55 Dated: 14-03-2020

Copy to the:
1. Commissioner/Secretary to Govt. School Education Deptt. Civil Secretariat, Srinagar
2. OSD to Hon’ble Advisor (S) for the kind information of the Hon’ble Advisor
3. Joint Director, Range of Udhampur/Reasi for information.
4. Chief Education Officer, Udhampur with the direction to immediate compliance.
5. Headmaster, HS Sirah/ HS Prey with the direction to immediate compliance.
6. ic website with the direction to post this order immediately on the departmental website.
Government of Jammu & Kashmir
DIRECTORATE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION, JAMMU.

Sub: Transfer/ adjustment of Master.

ORDER No.: DSEJ of 2020
Dated: 14/03/2020

Whereas. Vide this office Order No. 1232 DSEJ of 2019 dated 30-11-2019 Sh. Nek Ram Master was transferred from MS Mananu Zone Tikri to HS Nagulta Zone Chenani on available vacancy and

Whereas the Chief Education Officer vide Letter No. E-2/60085-86 dated 29-02-2020 submitted that the master did not join at his new place of posting and has forwarded the review application of the master stating that that he is having fractured shaft femur;

Now in view of the report of the CEO, Udhampur, Sh. Nek Ram Master U/t to HS Nagulta Zone Chenani is hereby readjusted at MS Mananu Zone Tikri on available vacancy.

The period of absence shall be treated as leave whatever kind is due subject to the submission of requisite documents to the concerned DDO by Sh Nek Ram, Master.

The Concerned DDO shall submit compliance report with in seven days. He shall also make entry in the data base of Google- forms link and on CPIS.

Anuradha Gupta
Director School Education
Jammu

No: DSEJ/NG/M/2020/ 8543-48
Dated: 14-03-2020

Copy to the:
1. Commissioner/Secretary to Govt. School Education Deptt. Civil Secretariat, Srinagar
2. OSD to Hon’ble Advisor (S) for the kind information of the Hon’ble Advisor
3. Joint Director, Range of Udhampur/Reasi for information.
4. Chief Education Officer, Udhampur with the direction to immediate compliance.
5. ZEO Tikri with the direction to immediate compliance.
6. Headmaster, HS Nagulta with the direction to immediate compliance.
7. ic website with the direction to post this order immediately on the departmental website.